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PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF NATIVE STUDENTS;
A NATIVE PERSPECTIVE
TTiis thesis descritas the issues suitoumilng the educidon and psychoeducational 
assrssment of Native chiidrcn. It reviews liiMana® on the nature of inttliigence, its 
assessn^ni and the ptoblcm of bias. A discussion about Native learning styles and 
childrearing practices within a Native social context is reviewed. B a ^  on the review of 
literature, a model was developed to illustrate the various fKiors involved in Native 
childrearing. While this model is not final nor nwani to encompass all childrearing 
practices it exjsrscs a new area of exploration in Native education, particularly for 
considering the potential and actual incongruenciesof psychoeducational assessment of 
Native children. Conclusions and recommendations are provided so that examiners and 
teachers involved in Native psychoeducational assessment might become nwre sensitive 
in accommodating to specific situations.
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THE EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT  OK NATIVE tT!ILDRKN
E&KKional^esancniof audœ aism B O iv^ (e^unr
offotntalediiBtikRV^haslLfelcngCDnseiquoices. BdKOtkinUNiihak‘'^ngpn\VM i^Rja 
teadting procès h a  bec%ae it has a sndd rde in the seme uf "Uuoising" its gniduu*s w t'ulliU 
role m society, educatænal ossesm m becomes an integral pan a pxicess. f \ im  ( l*T7fi) 
the processes of ettouion as i a ^  re live  to adticmnoas whk.1t must he mcasuroJ. 
Fa^rei^ iveto  NiaivecuJtiaesBC typcallyahcni in (m W  j»>\hTaliifaiKinaJ 
assessment Fto^ier. in tarns educsionaj achievaneni for N ave students, Rohner t )W4) 
oxaendsihia the culture badcgnauadd'^chikhat and the teachers' attitude knAatd and 
relationships with tw ir te s  o( the commmty are prime facaxs in poor academjc perftimtukv. 
This dikntma is evident in formal education and in the wodc sector (DIAND, IVNi, Suustk-s 
Canadiu 1984).
An cxcetpt ftom a jscscnsitjon made at a confam » on rand issues at the Cok I iartxmr 
KghSdtGdomFdmatyP, 1990 depics the rddktmhifsdtaiexiâbeivrecn school sy^^ms and 
Native audcnts. It r d t o w  one Native person’s hiÿh school expcnence. hsmies;
"When I was in the latter pan of Grade 9, the school guidance counselor 
met with me and the other Grade 9 students to discuss future high school 
cxpecations. The guidance counselor advised me to take a general 
program Irom Grade ID becau% she felt that 1 would not be able to handle 
the Academic jnrt^ram. ..." The following Fall, I dKidcd to go to a different 
High School There, I w h  advised to take the Academic program by the 
guidant* coonsellor. All during my High School years, I stuck out tire 
Academic program and graduated from High Schod, 1 even went on to 
Univerriiy and graduated." I.
I. Exccrp from •  pnaemalsoa made at the Cote Harbour High School ractaJ coRfcicncc:
Febreaiy IZ 1990.
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One of (he lifetong %nKquence: fka- tho Nttive child lm;lwda early school 
leaving {drqj-uut| fDIAND,198(h DIAND, Rodrigues, 1986; Comeau & 
Santin,l990; Lamse. 1991), Hiis early school leaving {as early as grade five anu six] 
affects further leaning in all aspects, preojnditions fw  unemployment, and provides 
potential for numerous social problems such as alcoholism and drug abuse (Comeau and 
Santin, 1990; Emwson, 1987), Also, the inability to cope within the Native and 
non Native societies, fanuly pnrttleim and con^jucitces, and much more, are part of the 
outcome hum an educational system that tktes thm have fkst uiWersranding of the n «ds 
of Native education (Murdoch, 1981; Emosmt, 1987; Dawron, 1988).
A tevic w conducted by Glenda R«feien (1981) provides a brief histtxy on the
devolution of Native «lucation. In this context, devolutwn meant giving kick control of 
some aspects of education to the Native people. She n a tio n s  that Native parents 
btxame actively involved with their children’s education in the 1960's. The teaKms cited 
above, such as early school leaving, were the pin% factors for parental inwresi. Hence, 
Native input is a relatively recent phenonxnon in the field of «lucation.
Within the nralm of the educational system. Natives as with all children have been 
subject to assesstncnt to determine their learning potential, their achievement, and their 
strengths and needs. While this was intended as a positive process for all children, it has 
resulted in severe consequences such as the labelling of children (Turnbull & Schultz, 
1979; Nutiall, Landurand, and Goldman, 1984; Rodrigues 1984; Sawyer, 1991). For the 
Native child, the conrequetKes have been great».
The decmfe of the 1980's had bren enlightening for both the Native and the 
Non-Native alike in terms of Native psychological testing. This decade has brought 
about educational writings by Native «lucaimns and psychologists. Sonre of these writers 
include Clare Brandt, E. Brandt, Roland Chrisjobn, Larry Emerson, and Verna Kirkness.
Chaprer 2 will examine smne of the specific issues in the ass^stw nt of Nidve 
children, for now an overview of smne of these issues will be povided to introduce the 
rcaicr to the topic.
Historically, the psychoeducational a^ssm en t of Native snuknts was not 
subjected to any type of scrutiny by Native educators let alone by Native psychol^ists.
f t io ' to the 1970*8, few Native people were tit the teaching profession in CanWa 
{Kiitetess, 1985). QuisjWtn & Umigan's (1985) presentation ttf poblems associated 
witit resw eh on Native intelligence qutstitm ^ the validity o f  conclusions and 
rea«m%ndati«t5 based on the results intelligence tests established lor
the {netkmtinantly whtre society.
Ooisjohn (1988) statW that public disagitcnrent was relatively wmrommtm in 
Native educatkmal research. This is presumW to incluk  psychoeducational assessment. 
for titew has been lintited research conducted by Natives in this ficW, Chrisjohn {1988) 
further nored that it is discwtrreous to criticize in the Native society. Ethics and 
principles wttitin the Nsaive circles trf life restrain the First Nations from making any 
doogatory or CTtiical comments. Hence, the silence has continued for as long, Whyte 
(1986) stated, "The distonions of hisnxy and a W k of printed inlomtaiion on their 
(Native) traditions awl lifestyles has helped to perpetuate poverty, discriminaiitm, awl 
institutional neglect.
One of the arguments that had been debated in regard to the intellectual capacity 
of Native children was the notion that Native students were without educational 
crtpcricnce, “Mind is not lacking anxmg the Savages of Camula, (oniyi education and 
instruction,” (Thwaitcs, 1896-1901). Havighuist ( 1970), in citing a number of studies, 
co%Iuded that Native children do not differ in their inherited intellectual ability from 
other grmips of children. He went on to state that their differences in school achievement 
mtm be due to some combination o f their homes awl the schools.
The other arguments representwl in studies by Turner & Penfold, 1952; Knowles 
& Bocrsma, 1968; Bowd,1972; Schubert & Gopley, 1972; however, indicated that 
Native students were lacking in verbal skills and experience. Jensen (1969), Cue (1971), 
John (1972), awl Kaulback (1984) mentioned that educators arc convinced that Native 
students severely lack intelligertcc. The latter is derived from incorrect conclusions 
ihrtHigh the awessment of the Native childret's pom" perfonnance on the verbal scales of 
p^hoedtaational batteries. Common and Frost (1986) in their review of a number of 
inquiries fcmnd methodological and sampling errors which could be contrived to illustrate 
the above. They «Mtctir with Chrit^^rhn artd Lanigan's views on research on Native
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iniclligcncc. Pw txamplc, Frost ami Common found that in a study by ScaWweit, Rame 
and CoofcsOTi that Î8 Native sttnfcnts were fw t of a slit*y on Native intelligence, but they 
came from Special Education and had teaming difficulties. These students were known 
to be futKttoning diflereniJy from their p«rs, yet conclusions were dmwn about their 
ability and gentmdiml to all Natives.
Conunon & Frost’s ( 1988) hiatmcal review of Native intelligence states that tests 
developed for the White cultwe are in ap p ren tie  fw  ure with Natiw». Native stwtenis 
do differ significantly from Anglo smdents in regard to socializatitm, lifestyles and up 
bringing. This will be discussed and tfcoKmaratcd by a fîgise depicting facmis of 
childrearing in Chapter Three, Native children’s upbringing is usually free of any 
parental restraint; hence, complete aumnomy exists in contrast to the child:ouing 
practices in the rest of society, Rermissiveness sometimes kuders on neglect (Rohner, 
I9M).
Native chihùen also differ in respect to language. The smtcture, pummar, 
vocabulary and process of Native languages tannot be paralleled widt any other 
language. The Canadian Gazctier (1968) identifies 10 major Native linguistic ^ u p s  in 
Canada. Within those groups there are 54 relatai languages. No indication is given of 
the numirer of different dialects or language variations. In addition, there were no written 
fonm of Native languages when the Europeans came to North America. Most of these 
oral oaditions still exist today. Despite this backgrouiKl, the English language is 
generally utilizW during the psycho^itcational assessment of Native children. It is likely 
that throughout the assessment the Native child experiences various feelings such as fear, 
intimidation, cmbarrassmeat, being out of place, communication difficulties, aiul the 
inability to relate to the tituation.
A report by the National Indian Broth^hood (1972) stated that before a Native 
child is thrust into a new and strange environment, he/she needs preparation aiwl 
orientation. Some chaiacrerizations mentioned in this resort, which en ^ h as i»  the Native 
child's penmnal adjustment during integration with the white community, include: 
rejection, inferiority, alienatitm, hostility. de^Mssion, and frustration.
Hie issue of whcih^ ̂  not assessment batteries meamre inrelligerree or the lack
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of üiKiWgoKt wntxig the Native stutie«its has been deW W  by Onvjohn and Pete» 
(1986), They point out that Natives pctf^ai differently on the WISC-R scales because 
the tesB do not measwe intelligence in the Indian" «nsc. They justify this by refciring 
to B m y’s 1974 and 1981 sttuUcs on culmral reladvian. They advise that Natives 
pcffotm well on the ptffomtanw tests because these relate to tasks which have been 
fostered and valuW in Native society. KaulbtKk (1984) advises that the Illinois Test of 
Psychdinguistic Abilities (IPTA) is mt»e a measure of one's receptive and expressive 
knowledge of the EnglWi language m her than one's ability to handle auditoty 
infCKTttation.
Whyte ( 1986) rtated that intelligence tests do no more than measure the dcgfvt of 
acculturation to W esem culture, Chrisjohn and Lanigan (1985) indicated that the 
WISC'R may indeed measure intelligence in imn-Naiive populations but tail to measure 
it in Native groups. Schubot and Oopley (1972) declared that the resulting difTcrence in 
IQ sctses betwettt the White and Native students on the WISC-R are due to culture and 
in the processes ttf intellectual dcvelopoKnt. The studies mentioned above confirm 
Bowd’s (1972) views that vocabulary appears to be the prime determinant of grade level. 
Also, the lack of development of English language skills penalizes a Native child in grade 
advancement.
Beyond the issues of Native intelligence that pertain to the nature and sBiaiuml 
aspects of intelligence, and the issues of the constructs of the tests themselves, and as 
jmevknisly noted, much if not all of the research on the psycteeducational assessment of 
Native students has iwen conducted by non-Naiive psychologists. These psychologists 
do not know or understand either the languages or the intricacies of Native societies. Yet. 
they continue to assws Native children, despi» the fact that recommendations to the 
contrary exist in their own staiuiard of (Hxcticc for psychology,
Inference conclusions based on inaccurate informatron create more problems 
than any benefits that could be derived ftom psychoeducational testing, A majority of the 
rHcarch is flawed with overgeneralizadons, small sample sizes, use of improper 
intcnimenis, L«ck of fundamental psychometric trseaich, and lack of theory as evidenced 
1^ W « i St MacAnhur, 1964; Dumont, 1972; Downing, Ollila & Oliver, 1975; Seyfon,
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Sprccn. Lahmer, 19*0; Chrisjohn Md Lanigan, 198*: Chrisjohn and Inters, 1986; 
Common and Frost, 1988; Chrisjohn, 1988.
The nature of learning and assessnwni in the Native culture has differed from that 
of the non-Native. Early education of Native children was conducted by elders within 
their communities. It was based on survival. The form of testing conducted by Native 
elders of their young community members was not by any meats formal, either in the 
form of written, spatial, verbal or non-verbal scales or subtcsts. It was, and is still, based 
m  'hands on experience*. Kaulback ( 1984) attested that Native children may be 
htatdicapped in their ability to suctrecd in formal schools due to the fact that schools and 
teaching methods are different from skills learned within the familial contextual referents. 
As a result, use of standardized assessments may be inappropriate for use with Native 
students and may indicate lower abilities.
Another difficulty associated with the asressment of Native students is the notion 
that being culturally and linguistically different is to be culturally deprived or to exhibit 
discrepancies in growth and development. No matter what teiminctiogy is used, a label is 
a label and it tends to isolate individuals, Turnbull and Schultz (1979) state that labels 
can have disastrous academic and social implications. TTte frivolous use of phrases, such 
as drop-out, as labelling devices embraced by any formal system, suggested Rodrigues 
( 1986), in his exploration of noncriminal deviance, is misplaced and counter-productive. 
Nutiall, 1-andurand and Goldman (1984) stated that it is the culturally and linguistically 
different students who arc most affected by the process of standardized testing. They 
further stated that the label ’rtKntally retarded* traditionally arrived at through 
intelligence tests, is a very misused classification with linguistic, cultural, and racial 
minority students.
The factors which arc the most important during the process of testing and 
evaluation are 1) the tester; 2) the lesu 3) the twice. Of these three, the supwlative is the 
tesiee. The reason is that the bicultural and bilingual nature of the Native student brings a 
wealth of cultural values, norms, and behavioural interactions which arc vastly different 
from the tester and the test. While the tests are normal on the majority population, for 
the Native child these tests arc improperly standaidired and contain iwm bias (Chrisjohn
& Lanigan, 1985; West & MacAnhur, 1964).
In addiiion, the interpretation by the tester frequently leads to incorrect reasoning 
as to why the students have low scores. As a result, generalizations made across the 
teard on Native edtreation in l e s f ^  to bicriogkal, physiological, neuro-psychologictd 
and psychological characteristics arc flawed, especially when Information has been 
c*wined from previously d la g n o ^  Native children. Some of these children may have 
been incorrectly labelled learning disabled andArr deveJopmenially delayed {Chrisjohn 
and Lanigan, 1985).
The relevance of learning styles and child-rearing practices have not hem 
explored or bridged with Native child psychoeducational assessment or classroom 
imcTKtions. This connection is very important for a more comprehensive understanding 
of tire educational needs of the Native child.
This present analysis introduces and addresses some of the issues of intelligence 
testing, learning styles, and attempts to demonstrate that if educators expect to impart 
change, a more critical aspect in Native education, that of childrearing practices, needs 
exploration. A review of literature in learning styles, psychoeducational assessment, 
child-rearing practices and classroom interactions will follow.
There is a dearth of literature on childrearing practices within the Native society. 
Also, the majority of literature on Native psychoeducational assessment is mainly 
descriptive in nature and implicit. Furthcm.ore, the dearth of information is compounded 
by the need for Native editcatore to contribute toward new wmings or to respond to and 
quay articles in various literaiy works.
This text will review the issue of intellectual assessment and the problems of bias 
in C hapta 2. In O iap ta  3 learning styles and Native childrearing practices will be 
discussed along widt Native culture, and education. The incongruity of tests to learning 
s^les and Native ethics will be covered in Chapter 4. The thesis will conclude with 
Chapter 5 where implications and reconrntcndations for the assessment ofNaiive student 
students are provided.
C H A PTER 2
NATURE OF INTELLIGENCE AND ITS ASSESSMENT
While foimal intelligence testing dates back toI905 when Binet and his 
colleagues produced the Binei-SimcHi Scale (Anastasi, 1982), even earlier acaounts (rf 
attempts to measure ability exist. Binet's 1905 scale was developed und«- a perceivoi 
need to separate students into mentally retarded and ttcm-nantally retarded groupings for 
the purpose of determining who might benefit from schooling.
Galloway (1976) described how even etulier ancient Egyptians were tested on 
competency of whether or not they could manage their pmonal affairs by a water jar and 
a reed. He states that the concepts in the Egyptian test are relative to present-day testing 
procedures. According to Galloway (1976) performance of tasks are generally measured 
with formai methods of assessment which are cwjducted by one person on others. How 
they perform is used as a basis for making judgements and making decisions about the 
test-lakers various aspects of life (Galloway, 1976).
Saltier (1982) stated that Alfred Binet, the father of formal intelligence testing, 
formulat«l the very first definition for intelligent». This contradicts a notion put forth by 
Galloway (1976), that it was Galton who first defined intelligence and formulated tests to 
nreasure it.
Galloway stated that ih«e never has been an apecmem as to what is the real 
definition of intelligence. Saltier (1982) supports him on this view, A clear tqjcrational 
definition for intelligence withits the dominant North American society, where it has been 
most extensively used, has not been readily agrwd upon by educators and psychologists. 
What has been agreed to, actrortfing to an Alberta Government (1981) study, are three 
general points on the nature o f intelligence. In general, intelligence is sren as being 
culturally relative; it is seen as being influenced by factors such as fatigue, motivation 
and task familûuity; and, intelligence is firequenily conceived of as being a fixed
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immovable state.
Saltier {J982) staiel that intelligence has its roots in general psychology and 
measarerocnt. Wcsman (1968) held that intelligence is a reift«i hypothetical construct 
which is subject to cirm’ on nKasurement devices. The existence of intelligence as a 
mbstance w a s  an entity is doubtful due to the fact that only aspects of this construct are 
capable of assu rém en t (Albcna Govorottcnt leport, 1^81). Intelligence is infcned fiom 
Kores on intelligence tests.
In Sattler’s description of Binet’s ideas on intelligence, he noted that Binet linked 
intelligence with perception. This link involved a stage-like peicepiion of the external 
world giving way to memory storage and then mediation.
Since Binet’s time a number of theories have been formulated that attempt to 
denote the "nature" of intelligence. Battler's chronkrle on the nature of intelligence 
details various approaches that have been derived by theorists. He described the factor 
analytic theories of intelligent and its proponents. He mcndoned Gallon’s general 
theory of intelligence. Galloway (1976) stated that Gallon believed that intelligence was 
a result of one’s sensory capabilities and these were inherited.
A number of theories about the nature of intelligence have been postulated by 
various authors Tcrman (1921), Sjwarman (1927), Thorndike (1927), Thursione (1938), 
Luria (1961), Vernon (1961), Ctutcliand Horn (1967), Wesman (1968), Galloway (1976) 
and Feuerstein (1979).
Luria (1961) exhorted on the notion that intelligence is primarily the ability to 
process information in abstract terms. As well, Luria asserted that the appropriate verbal 
skills which constitute intelligent* are acquired by children through social interactions 
with adults. Luria (1961) suggested that assessment of intelligence can best be 
determined by how well a child can utilize the help which was provided by an adult and 
m  apply that acquired knowledge to a new situation.
Other theorists such as Wesman (1968), have concluded tha intelligence is a 
representation of w ha has been learned. Feuerstein (1979) also claimed that intelligence 
tests only provide the examiner with information on what has been previously learned.
Saiil» presents eight definiiions of intelligence as defined by theorists. Some
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dcfinmons include these aspœts of intclligeiKc: innate capacity, behaviour, th iev e  ment 
on verbal and non-verbal scales, others reJaie »  phenotypic forms. Galloway (1976) 
mentioned that others descritx; intelligence as a general ability to learn, reason, grasp 
concepts and to work with abstractions. Tetman (1921) deftnW intelligence as the 
capability to think abstractly,
Aiwther approKh ihitf vras developed by TlHmtdike (1927) Thuretone (1938) 
is the faculty theory. They ascn«J that intellect is «mstituted of indepentknt faculties, 
such as verbal, m«rhanical and mathematical faculties. Spearman (1927) applied 
statistical techniques to test the faculty and general intelligence theories. He developed a 
two-factor theory of intelligence, inccsporating the g (general) and s (specific) factors. 
With the aid of factor analyss Thursione (1941 ) isolated several specific factcws referred 
to as primary mental abilities and developed a test to measure six of them (Biehtcr, 1974). 
However, the test was not successful for it seemed to be measuring the g factor (Anastasi, 
1968).
A theory which falls in the factor analytic apprtmch has been suggested by C^ttell 
and Horn (1967). The Cdttell and Horn theory has two types of intelligence - fluid and 
crystallized. The fluid type refers to iKS-vcrbal and visual performance tasks; whereas, 
the crystallized relates to learned skills and knowledge that ans culturally basa l 
Crystallized intelligence rcfl«ris cultural assimilation, being heavily influenced by fwmal 
and informal educational factors through the life span. IndeW, ciysialliz«i intelligence is 
argued to develop through fluid intelligence. Sutler ( 1982) stated that the WISC-R 
contains both measures of fluid and crystallized intelligence.
During a review of Native psychoeducational assessment, it has been found that 
the most widely used intelligence test for Native subjects is the WlSC-R(Chrisjohn & 
Lanigan. 1985; Common & Frost, 1988).
ISATJVE INTELLIGENCE
While the Binet Scale is noted as the first formal intelligence test an historical
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m zom t o f Native intelligejicc by Cbmimm and Frost (198S) indicated that the earliest 
elTon to measure Native intelligence was in the mid 1 SCO's by Samuel Morton, 
Apparently, Momm assumai tiiat the volume o f a skull was a direct measure of the 
inte11«mial capacity of the brain. OtHnmon and Frost stated that Mortqn deliberately 
adjusted his data to prove his own perceptions about tudal origin and intelligence. Tliey 
also staad that the assessment of Native intelligence was off to a less than an illustrious 
Stan dtte to the u% of a vehicle for the peipeoation o f bias and prejudice.
A number of authors have conducted research comparing the cranial shajws of 
Natives to those ofCaucarians {Ross, 1982; McShanc, 1983; McShane, 1984; McShanc. 
Risse, & Rubens, 1984). Ffost and Common (1988) discount this research as reductionist 
and simplistic. They also state that to suggest the shape of the head as being related to 
the «miplcx working of the human brain is to ignore all that the fields of cognitive 
science and neuropsychology contributed in the past 150 years. This supports the ideas 
which have been developal by Oirisjohn & Lanigan (1985), Chrisjohn and Peters (1986), 
C3irisjohn (1988). Schubert and Croplcy (1972) stated that the fact that Native children 
score differently from white children on standard intelligence tests is well known.
Similar to the Western society, it is apparent that no definition exists on intelligence as it 
applies to the Native populace. There has been a fair amount of hypotheses put forth by a 
number of authors to delineate the various reasons as to why Native students perform the 
way they do on various psychometric *esis purporting to measure intelligence. Among 
these reasons include: 1) language handicap (Jamieson & Sondiford, 1928; Schuben & 
Croplcy, 1972; St. John & Krichcv, 1976; Wilgosh, Mulcahy & Watters, 1986); 2) 
environmental factors (Jamieson & Sandiford, 1928; Wilson, 1973); 3) brain hemispheric 
theory (McShane & Plas, 1982, 1984); and 4) blood quantum (Jamieson & Sandiford, 
1928).
Oirisjohn and Lanigan (1985) stated that there is a lack of a theory on Native 
intelligence. This is an interesting point fw  if tiieie is no theory of Native intelligence 
then questions arise in regard to the reliability and validity of any intelligence test 
purported to measure that construct. Chrisjohn and Lanigan contend that a working 
model depicting Native inttllcct is rHjuiied, Secondly, that in a CTnstruei-ortontcd
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approach of psychology as suggtsied by J%kson (1971), on â priwi ^finition describing 
ihe psychomcîric/expcrin^ntâl laoccdures is necessary to measure the cswismict. Lastly, 
statistical analysis of i^eareh results which test the theory are netxssary. Chrisjohn and 
Lanigan ( 1983) further state, that there are no Native-gjeciflc »  Native-gwierated models 
of intelligence but theories and issues are adopiKl wholesale from non-Native theorists. 
Test validity coiurems the appropiaicness of the inference that can be made on 
the basis of test results (Salvia/Ysscldyke, 1985) Salvia and YsseMyte went on to state 
that one has to define the trait to be nreasurwl aid  then selwi items to measure iL They 
also roenUoned that a test's validiO' for various uses is judged on a wide array of 
information including its reliability and the adequwy of its norms. Numerous authors 
(Oess. 1974; Dana, 1984; Oirisjohn and Lanigan 1985; Pcisi & Brunatti, 1987; Common 
and Rost, 1988) query the use of standardized tests as psychometric devices for Natives 
when they have b « n  normed with non-Natives.
Chrisjohn and Lanigan (1985) state! that tests like the WISC-R are biased to an 
undctcmuncd degree against Natives in general and agmnst spRtific subgroups.
However, he has formulated only minor linkages with Native culture, and no linkages 
with cither childrearing practices, or learning styles as to why the conclusions and 
recommendations derived from the literature do not have a substantive basis.
Specific ways of analyzing profiles of test scores have b « n  developed, 
particularly for examining the pattern of saines on the WISC-R. Brandt (1984) and, 
Chrisjohn and Lanigan ( 1985) aJvised that one such way of examining the WISC-R 
profile developed by Bannatync (1968,1974) docs not apply to Natives as suggested by 
McShanc and Plas (1982,1988), Matheson (1983), in a factor analytic study of the 
WISC-R rejected the jt>,ranatync model for every age with an Inuit ^ u p ,  Chrisjohn and 
Peters (1986) further statoi that Bannatyne's apprtsch for analyzing the WI:1C and the 
WISC-R has no empirical basis. The only tqqiarmt approMb to examining the WISC-R 
with reliability is the Verbai-Pafonnantre discrepancy in Native groups (Kaufmanl97l; 
Schubot & Cropley 1972; St. John & Krichcv, 1976; Wilgosh, M u l^ y  & Watters,
1986),
Emerson ( 198?) suggests that a promise exists in addressing the apparent
diawpancy between tJwories of intelligence and cultural i s s t^  through the work of 
indivWuals such as Feuemein's Mediated Learning Experience and Cognitive 
Modifiabillty Theoiy aisJ by utilizing the concept of the Zone of Proximal Development 
t& am W  by V ygots^  (1976).
Emerson writes that the three stages put forth by Feuerstein ami others, including 
input, elaboration and output, are analogous to a computer and to an information 
jmscessing m o ^  of intelligence. Feuerstein ct al (1979) states that the information 
proceaing model as used in his own Learning PotentialAssessmem Devise and the Zone 
of Proximal Develt^jment permits an assessment of the child’s capacity to Icam luiher 
than providing a measure of what the child knows.
Another view of intelligence is that of Sternberg {1984). Frost and Common 
(1988), in providing an ov^view of Sternberg’s work, identified a number of 
nwiacomponenis essential to learning. These metacomponents provide a useful basis of 
thinking about intelligence and may provide a more woMtablc view of intelligence that is 
leas problwnatic in conceptualizing how individuals learn oiul what can be done to assist 
their learning. The metaccmtpmienis include:
1. recognizing the existence and nature of a problem;
2. deciding on the processes need to solve the problem;
3. deciding on a strategy into which to combine these processes;
4. deciding on a mental representation on which tl% processes and strategy 
will acr,
5. allocating processing resources in an efficacious way;
6. monitoring one’s place in problem solving
7. being sensitive to the nature and existence of feedback;
8. knowing what to do in response to this feedback;
9. actually acdng on the feedback.
Fn»t and Common (1988) oxntioned that Stem beg stated that there are probably 
no dififeratces across cultures in cognitive prowKes, mategies, and other components ttf
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what he calls the wfiware trf cognitive functioning. They aiggested fuflher research be 
conducted into the mn^p<M%nts of Native intelligence according to SKm beg's 
fwmulaikmof mettcomponcnis.
The derivatioo of the ctmoipt of intelii^mce from mttisdcs has become deified 
sccoiding to an Alberta Government repwi (1981). In a sense, the WlSC-R has fallen 
into this deified stare when and where it has been applied to Native students.
Although, having Native pwjpic directly involved in cœiducting and evaluating 
intelligence testing is fairly recent, tiie N ^ v e  cxp«icooe of psychcaneiric testing is not. 
The lack of input in the development of education prc^rarmning f« ’ themrelves has 
probably l«l to diverse «nnplications within and without Native communities. 
Omsidcring the dearth of literature generated by Native educators it is not surprising that 
various forms of bias have evolval.
H IE  PROBLEM OF BIAS
The problems of bias are multifaceted, Wilgosh, Mulcahy and Watters (1986) 
mentioned three major reasons fra the concern of bias, namdy, titat the United States 
society evaluares a person's worth in rerms of presum«l intelligence; scoHtdly, that 
different racial groups achieve different avoagc intelligence test scores, and thirdly, there 
is a dispiopotiionate minority student rcpresottation in s p ^ a l  Wucatitm classes. 
Interpretations of the WISC-R scores may lead one to believe that solutions im y be found 
by placing greater emphasis on English. Wilgosh, Mulcahy and Watters (1986) 
sug^sted that this will limit the local culitoaJ wntcai with the result that culturally 
meaningful assessment, ms an educational goal, will be o f a low priority. They suggested 
the need for further study on the establishment of culturally meaningful educational 
priorities. Although, they are tefering to the Unlred States, it d o ^  not preclutte Canada 
os having a society which evaluates a person's worth by présumai in te lligen t
McLougMin aiul Lewis (1986) stated that ntinmity students peform  pocurly on 
standardized tests dire to various reasons. These reasons inclutk lack of expoieiree with 
testing materials, inadequate adaptation to tite situation, and emotimtsd reactions of 
suspicion or aggression.
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W il^ ï^ , MulcWiy and W aœrs (1986) qtK>» Ysseldykc and Algozzine. “It is 
r^d ily  apparent that mmuremetii e%p«ts have been unable to agree on a 
dcflnitkm of a fair ^  let alone a test that is fair frnr mem bets of different groups".
The cmd tndiiitHi anxmg the Natives has pobaMy led to the imKcuratc pinting of 
infomtaiitm as it relates hisit%ical)y. Jt has only been the last two decades that Native 
writers have emergW to aff«:t printed materials. The utilization of printed n%dia was 
never a strong point fw  disxmination of Infonration within and without tlw Native 
Ktciety. Another possibility is the relucance o f Natives to release the correct information 
due to fear of exploitation. These, In fsat, have created ntore problems, for the people 
publishing the materials are generally non-Native. With today's encounters in Native 
Kiucation, it is enlightening to read materials developed from a Native perspective.
Although Native intelligence has been a debate for the past few decades, there 
have been no models or theory developed (Chrisjohn. R.D, & Lanigan. C.B.. 1985). 
Another problmt probably stems fhsn the lack of Native educational psychologists prior 
to the 1980‘s. Three major areas have been identified in literature in which the 
intelligence tests have been identifiai to be biased with Native populations. TTtese fail 
under the categories of cultural bias, sampling bias and examiner bias.
CULTURAL BIAS. In reviewing the literature which relates to the use of the 
WISC-R as an instrument fw  psychological asscssiTKnt, Matheson (1984) found that the 
majority of published research has been carried out in Arizona on the Navajo and Papago 
ccMnmunities. He indicared that this research has discredited the WISC-R as a 
psychological assessment insminrent fm children in those communities aiui schools. The 
trustworthiness of a test decreases when the test's standardization sample differs 
substantially from the sample being testai ((Wdand, 1980). Test content or item bias had 
b a n  identifiai as one of the key fmctws in cultural bias of the WISC-R (Sandoval, 1979; 
SeyftHi, Spieen & Lahner.1980; Mishra, 1982).
Items of the Verbal Scale of the WISC-R have been found to be problematic for 
Nftiivre Qiildrer. (Tunter & Pcnfold, 1952; Knowles & Boermta, 1968; Bowd, 1972; 
Schubert & Ooplcy, 1972). Mishra (1982) found 19$ or 15 items of the 79 of the three 
selcered subrests frxmt tire Verbal sode to be biased or more difficult fcu' the Navajo
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subjeas. In Seyfim’s study, she and her colleagues fbuisl lianipt changes in the tSfficuIty 
levels of tl% majority of the subtests. Wilgosh, Mulcahy and Watters (1986) suggested 
that Seyfoit ct tl . 's  study may have identifiai lack of Internal consistency for many 
WISC-R subtests. There was an indlcatkm <d strong discrW natmy power in a num be of 
items. The structure o f items on a test, whcthw they be typed, their placement, their 
language plays a mle tm how well the students perform on standaidittd tests 
(MirshrB,I982).
pXAMINERBlAS. M ^or bias is also posWble when pmfes^onals ioKrpret 
mtd apply test results. A variety of studies (Ysseldyke, Algozzine, Regan, &McGuc,
1981) have teponcd that professionals tend to use the student's gemkr, socio^^tmomk 
status or physical appearance as basis for plmxment in special «iucatkm.
A document prodin:«J by the Alberta Government (1981) stated, that due to the 
lack of consensus on the nature trf intelligence, implications exist for the u« rs  of 
intelligence test data. Psychologists have defined SfKCific reasons for utilization of 
intelligence testing among the dominant society. Among these are: 1) evaluation of 
student progress: 2) program planning; 3) Kiwning; 4) classification; 5) referrals to other 
agencies; 6) placement, These reasons diffo" somewhat within the realms of Native 
intelligence testing.
A number o f researchers (Oakland, 1984; Reschly, 1981; McShane & Plas, 1984) 
express that the pritiw reasons for Native testing are 1) high drop out rates; 2)
Khievement lags; 3) educational failure; 4} academic and behavioural problems. If one 
critically analyzed the two sets of reasons, both sets can be equally applied to etch of the 
societies in question. However, one needs to wonder about the modvxdon in utilizing the 
more negatively worded reasons for testing Native persons. There could be so many 
reasons why a person drops out of school that are not necessarily ktsed on tntelligence. 
The same goes fw  achievement lags.
Redden (1981) tto t^  that cttlturslly biased m ts  have been utilized in the past to 
infre that Native children are intellMtually inferior when in reality their basis of 
undersiatuling was nxrely difibrent Oakland (1%0) tWineated the «mditiom before, 
during W  afier aacsamcnt which may be biased. He c i ^  referral of snwknts by
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leachere es acjatemk p r^ lerm  who do tvot hav« low academic siamjing in class but have 
dimtrWng behtvioufal poblcms.
Smne studies (Btandt, 1984; Qtrisjc^n & Lanigan, 1985; Oirisjohn &
1986) rcptmed that dteit have tm n numerous con,^ctUfes, innuendoes, assumptions and 
overgenmUsalions in the literature in relation to intelligence testing of the Natives, 
McShaire and Mas <1982) have Isdielled as "Indian'" a pattern WentUted by Guikin in 
1979, which is bamW on Bannatyane's recategorieation sclretne of the learning dibbled. 
Brendt (1984) indicant titis as being falsifW by the author's use of cited materials.
Misintetpretatioo of information on Ae WISC-R has led to biawl conclusions as 
those repeated by Scald well. Frame and Cookson (1985). Generaliations have been 
extended fnmt previously identified learning disabled Native s u b i t s  to the overall 
Native population. One of the studies ures Ute discrepancy process of one out of seven 
academic areas for identification of learning disabled Native children,
PeBOflS/fexaminers who do not comprehend the culture and language of culturally 
different children do nm have the ability to draw cut a performance level that re fleets the 
child’s underlying competence accurately (McLougWin and Lewis, 1986). The notion of 
htnnogeneity of classroom groups severely limits educational opportunity and upward 
mobility. Contributions to a self-fulfilling prophecy irwy be fostered by expectations and 
may lend rigid ctnricula and restrict Questional change (McLoughlin & Lewis, 1986), A 
number of researchers (Ross, 1982; McShane & Mas, 1984; Browne, 1990) have 
ctmcliKted that Nadvcs are right-brainQ. TTie basis for (his stems from Sperry's study of 
the surgical disconnection of the two hemispheres by cutting the corpus callosum on 
adults (Biaos, 1985). Witt, (in Buros) in his review, affirms that the WISC-R has been 
bastardized into a test of neun^ysiological functioning by those who see it as a pe.feci 
imttniment tm  dichotomization of right awi left brain performance. The cuneni 
proponents of she right-brained Native are critiqued by Chrisjohn & Peters, ( 1986),
McShane & P1» (1984) seem to have left their mark cm neuropsychology of the 
Native and now have embarked on 'factors influencing IruUan perfimnances'. Brandt 
( 1984), in a review of their article, found owgeneializations and avoidance of obvious 
conclusions on cited Uimtiure. A few of the articles reviewQ by McShane aW Mas
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declared that the WISC-R should no» be used t e  Wcn«t$mUon of pcrfsmnance p W t e  
on Native sub)«:ts (Seyfort* S f ^ n ,  & Lahm», 1980; Teeter, More, & I^terson, 1982).
O ie  of the m^jor predrtema associated with the WISC-R is die lingua^  
tp p n ^ a ten ess  of the examine'. Many smdiea Fnm e find 1983;
Brandi, 1984; Naglieii. 1982; Seyfat, SfHWt, & Lahmer, 1980) have relatai the low 
Verbal tcwes as indkatcKS of English kmguaj^ prafldency, not an indication of low 
Intelligence, In lefoence to poceptual skills, Kaulback ( 1984) referral to minimal 
teseaich which indicates that Native stinknts have difficulty in ctm^mehending and 
cortceptualiting through the English language. He fffovides tw citations on this remark, 
Nagel leri (1982) makes an otilogy of using the English based psychometric tests 
(,? Native speaking students with the original (French) Binet being used tm EngliWi 
ch ilien , tl%n categorized into special olucatitm. If English speakers were unable to be 
tested in the French language then why is it that Native students are being testai in 
English? After all English is a teeign language for the nuyority of Native students as 
previously reported by Burnaby (1984), If we accept Luria's (1961) assumption that the 
ability to use verbal concepts In a learning situation is a majm’ critoion of intelligence, 
then "What about Native language verbal regulations? Arc Natives rendered to be 
non intelligent because they cannot express themselves in English?” One assures not. 
This in effect teinfcm^es the notion, which Oirisjohn and Lanigan (1985) exemplified as 
the need of intelligence theory dcvelopn«ni with Native perspectives
SAMPLING BIAS. Gay, (1981) definal sampling bias as systematic 
sampling error. Two major sources of sampling etrer occur when v o lu m e s  am used or 
when existing groups are utilize. The problem with these is that the samples are not 
sclectal from any larger group. Them is also no asstumnee the those samples are 
representative of the larger poup. Also, there w oe no random sampling of subjects aM 
the sample siMs may be too «m il m be genoafizoL
TTie bulk of the sttKlks revtcwol exhibited nxm if not all of die above. The two 
tek w in g  studies are presented to illustrate sampling bias. A study cotuiucted by 
Scaldwell, Frame, and Cookson (1982) and reviewed by Common 6  Frost (1988) 
apparently violato! the baric principles of experimental derign in sample selKttei.
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Faitheintorc, gen«iali*ed «atwncnt» made in the nepon as they relate to Native 
functUming have no validity (Common & Frost, 1988),
A sttttly by 1 ^ 1  and Brunalti (1987) made similar generalizations, TTiis study Is 
dangeitms than the ptevktus one due to tNr fact that Ute tumble size consisted of 
right Native students who were lefcm d fw  psychological testing. Caution is elucidated 
after t^mclusions and genenliauioRS are nmde across the board to Native populations.
group of 240 noD-Nadves.
The question of sampling bias has been raised by a number te searchers (Chrisjohn 
& Lanigan, 1985; Brandt, 1984; NagJicri, 1982), improper norms along with the use of 
{Hjtdaied inftmnation or data have been another source of sampling bias. Inference of 
honwgeneity to all Native tribes within Ncmh America, while similar to a reference of 
homo^itcity to all Anglo-Saxons, is more serious due to the variety of Native languages.
The most disturbing findng was ilw lack of fundamental psychonwirlc research 
and the inclusion of outdated empirical information or data. A 1984 study referrW to 
material which was dated by twenty years. There has been a lot of change in recent years 
in terms of educadon in general, but the biggest change occurred within the Native 
Wucational systems. In Canada, prior to 1972, there was no input from within the Native 
communities in the creation, devclqrmcnt and maintenance o f educational programming 
(Comeau & Santon, 1990; Fenner Report, 1983), Hence, referral to outdated information 
by McShane & Plas (1984) about Native culture as a means to justify ends is not enough.
IMPLICATIONS OF lNT£LUflENC£LT£STS ÜNNATLVE, 
POPULATIONS
In regard to InteDigeitce testing, a rtumbo’of implications exist for the Native 
chlML Sittt® the most «tromonly used intelligence test is the WISC-R (Chrisjohn and 
Lanigan 1985; Frost and Common, 1988) implications emanating from this test should 
be SCTutinized. The Alberta Government (1981) report stai«J that the WISC-R is a 
«mtem-Used t^ t  wtdch assesses intelligence on the basis o f language, problem solving
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abîliiy and acquired knowledge. The report also claimed Uiat it is a diagnostic device. It 
is probably during this diagnosis, and because of the nature of the WISC-R, that the 
implications arose.
LANGUAGE. It was postulated by SNmdan {1991 ) that schooling contributed 
ID a priority of the legitimacy of Utenary. Furthcmrorc, this denies the legitimacy of 
experience, which is essential for learning. Sheridan stateJ that writing about tire 
cognitive complexities of oral cultures g lo s ^  over and ignores what the alphabet on the 
page cannot communicate. Burnaby (1984) mentioned the need to nmntain Native 
languages because if they arc not preserved or developed, no source exists anywhere 
other than the Native communities.
Given this belief in maintaining Native languages, the risk is that interpretations 
of the WlSC-R scores may lead one to believe that solutions may be found by placing 
greater emphasis on English. Wilgosh, Mulcahy and Watters (1986) suggested that this 
would limit local cultural context and an educational goal would be of low priority. They 
suggest the need for further study on the establishment of culturally meaningful 
educational priorities.
LABELLING. Culturally deprived, low verbal, right-brained, drop-out, 
mentally-retarded are but a few labels that have been put forth to describe Native students 
(McShanc and Plas, 1982; Chrisjohn & Peters, 1986; Chrisjohn and Lanigan, 1985).
Labels are often interpreted incorrectly by students and parents, and arc 
considered inaccurate and humiliating by those who arc categorized (MacMillan, 1977). 
Relative to the inaccuracy of labelling, this statement seems to be wrong according to a 
document obtained at the 1985 CITEP (Canadian Indian Teacher Education Program) as 
it applies to the Native student. The Native student, according to this document, accepts 
labels to \x  accurate and consequently they destroy their self-esteem. It stated, the social 
ex(%rience of most Native students has been negative. It mentioned that a lack of 
self-esteem has been created by years of discrimination and institutional racism by the 
dominant society, and by textbooks which characterize Native people as savages, "second 
class" citizens and caricatures of Hollywood's Indians. It also stated that a relationship 
exists between self-concept and school achicvenant This document underlines the
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difficulties that a Native student experiences when first exposW to university.
The following chapter will examine the learning styles and eMeets o f childrearing 
practices on intelligence for Native children,
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CHAPTER 3
LEARNING S T Y IE S JR  
EFFECTS OF CHILDREARING PRACTICES
NATIVE CULTURE
The Collin’s dictionary defines culture as "the total of the inherited ideas, beliefs, 
values and knowledge, which constitute the shared bases of social action". Thomas & 
Anderson (1982) define culture as "the way of life - the sharKt, leamW behaviour * of a 
people".
Reference material available for this section is fairly spar», to a review of the 
literature, it was found that a void exists for current or contemporary jnftumaiion on 
Native cultures. Most of the information containal in recent publicati ins is v ay  negative 
and relates mtstly to severe social problems. Also, what has bren citai relates to Natives 
reclaiming the past and inomporating this into a renewed interest in Native culture. The 
trend of the 1980's for Native literature sremed to have been in constitutional affairs, 
health, Native foods and treaty rights.
In any society, food is pan of the culture. A sporial report on Micmac hunting in 
the Atlantic Insight (1989) quotes William Hemey. It states, "The moosebunt is more 
than just a harvest, it’s a ritual. Years ago boys and young men wouldn’t enter manhood 
without the hunt". Another food related belief is mentioned in this aiticlc. It adjuncts 
longevity with the drinking of juices from a partridge. Micmac pec^le generally make 
stews with various wild game. It is the drinking of the liquid from diis stew m  which 
referent* was made.
Traditionally, there w oe demaroatfons in the sodalizaiion of Native children. 
Native women were responsible for the rraring of all cbiMieo until they rcachai puberty. 
The boys w oe then taken over by the Native men whilst their rites of passage to
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manhood were tested.
Whyte <1986) stated, "Id rremy Indian societies youth weie lectured on the moral 
rules and magic, religious, and important beliefs of the group. Rules of conduct, the 
trmlitkms of the Indian, and exploits of outstanding personalities were all passed on in a 
rich oral tradition". Loridas (1988) statwl that Native children are unique; their frame of 
referaiw , life experiences, peer grmtps, language patterns, oipinizarion and value 
systems may be contrast^ to that of non-Native children.
The relationship between oWitional Native Imlian cultures and contenqwury 
Native Indian cultures is complex, Contempcffary Native Indian culmrcs do not duplicate 
traditional cultures, but they thaw extensively from tradition (More, 1987), In a 1989 
article on the value (mentation of the Inult, authors Roberts, Qifton and Wiseman found 
that Inuit students are members of an unassimilatcd ethnic community.
Gloria Snively (1%X)) dcstmlres the oral tradition, traditional beliefs, values and 
ideas as existing antong the West coast Natives. One has to recall that their encounter 
with the European*settIer societies are as iwrent as 70 years in comparison with the East 
(mast Natives of 400 or more years. Larose (1991) reports a similar retention of tradition 
by stating that a lot of elders still trap among the Northwestern Quebec Algonquin bands.
During the I970’s Native aiucation was viewed as alien to Native culture. In a 
film entitled "Cold Journey" by the National Film Btard of Canada pans of the script 
refer to the education of a Native person an becoming a "White Man". Historically, it 
was difficult to envision Native people reaching university, let alone graduating. The 
brat most could achieve was completion of grade school and this still occurs on 
unspecifW isolated reserves (Comeau P. & Santin A., 1990), In Nova Jcotia what has 
been occurring in rerent years, is that the Micmac students have twen dropping out at the 
junior high level (DIAND, 1990).
During the 1970's there has been a movement for Native control of education. 
Redden (1981) refers to this as the devolution of Native education. This term has been 
used by various government agencies while reluming control of programs to the Native 
people during the 1980's. Among these are health and welfare, family and children’s 
rervices, and education.
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Chrisjohn ami Pcicrs (1986) dm m incd  üa t tl% available non-Native school 
systems have not served Natives well. Joe Miskokmnofl, a Grand Qiief of the Union of 
Ontario Indians leporiW to Com ^u and Santin (1990), that "the province k îs  all the 
cuniculuffl and Indian pet^le write alltlte{Kty cbtqces and that’s about the extent of 
(our] involvcittent in education". What he in effect statW is tiiat the Native pwplc are 
only paying for an educational «rvice and have no say in the txmtent of the cuniculum, 
culturel or otherwise. The Fenner Report (1983) states that external control of edutwicm 
of Native chilthen has been d e tn ic ti^  o f Native culture.
Joe Miskokomon says, "We’re not talking about reducing quality o f  education but 
enriching it putting in coJiiual components that we feel are impomnt, like our 
language. We are not talking of eliminating the sciences, the math and Engli^. The 
(Indian) people who are going to compete in die worid have to have those things but, at 
the same time, they shouldn’t lose where they’ve con* firom. They should have the 
understanding and the foundation o f where they’ve come from and why they are here."
A point could be made here for justtfying the maintaining of IQ tern to test 
competencies relating to the modem wmld. Tire irony here is that the National Indian 
Brotherhood ( 1972) recomntended the elimination of IQ and standardized tests fm Native 
children. The report mi vised that there tests do not truly reflect the intelligence of 
children belonging to minority, ethnic or other cultural backgrounds. This probably goes 
in hand with Em sson's (1987) recmnmwdation that a Native philosophy tri* education 
needs to be identified for cultural rcconaniction.
Anotba- point that could be imde in the desire to maintain IQ testing, is that 
science, math and English may n««J to be testMl The nature of Native English is 
dKcribcd by Whyte (19%). Emerson (1987) has developed a Navajo-oriented graphic 
which illustrâtes Cognitive-Culture Relationship. It has been noted by Snively (1990) 
that a Native approach to science exists. It is int^ably safe u> state tiiat Native aspects in 
math are present. This may in fact justify the nm l of Native psychologists as envisioned 
by Chrisjohn and Lanigan(1985).
Although, generWizations are deived to encompass Native societies as a whole, it 
is hoped that the reader will be prudent in applying th e e  principles as 'possibly relevant’
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m the Native group not with Native society as a whoic. Generalizations made
across the bœtrd wi homogenei^ betwwn one Native nation to another are amiss. 2.
LEARNING STYLES. The icKhing nwthodology used within a classroom 
environment is tenacious at tin «s fmr any child but mme sa for the Native child. Native 
students differ significantly in acculturation and background experience, consequently 
their rocial inreracoon differs within a classroom environment This difference in 
classroom interaction has an effect cn how and what they lernn during a formal 
educational retting.
Numerous authors (Kaulback, 1984; More, 1984; More, 1987; Ross, 1985; 
Taraaoka, 1986) have describai four major learning styles of Native students; albeit, each 
author u ti li;^  their own terminology. These styles can be caiegoriz«l as: 1 ) Listening vs 
Note-taking; 2) Démonstration vs Instruction; 3) Modelling vs Shaping; 4) Practice vs 
Theory. The former in each category is said to be preferred by Native students.
The learning style throry for Native students is drawn from various 
ethnographical sources and from a host of intelligence tests, seconding to Whyte (1986). 
Whyte (1986) stated that various studies "...have led researchers to conclude the cognitive 
Style of Indian peoples is perceptual, figuré, spacial, and visual". Whyte went on to 
stale, "TTicre is serious controversy over this position...".
Whyte probably relates this to issues ra iW  by (Zhrisjohn et al., in a number of 
studies that he and his colleagues have conducted. There seems to Ire an implicit belief 
about how low Verbal scores on the WISC-R leads one to believe that Native children 
have limitKi cognitive abilities, and can only relate concretely to their environment. The 
controversial position, that Whyte seems ro be referring to, is the deficit model <rf Native 
intelligence.
As early as 1930, the family atmosphere, family constellation and the child's 
tmter environment were recognized to have an effect on a child's learning (Adler, 1930).
Z  For to  ifirigbt on dinetvntNMive cultures, a sus£sUonâ made io lead Dxwîtm (1988), Emerson 
(1 9 ^ ,  KauQacfc (1984), Urose (1991). Snively (199(0. Whyte (1986), Wyatt.
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Cazdtn W  John (1968) imllcated (hat the learning styles utiliied by Indian 
childrcnwiihin the home dlffned marketUy firom those in the classroom. AcconUng to 
More (1976), the study of learning styles emanaied firom snaJies tm individual 
dilfcrences. In 1976, Betty identified learning ayle as one ofthesm nces (^cultural and 
individual differences.
Arthur Mme ( 1987) defined learning style as the characteristic o r usual strategy of 
acquiring knowlwlge, skills and undastanding by an individuid. According to More, 
learning s^ le  includes senstay mode, die physiral environment, and internal and external 
cognitive proccsres. In effect, it is an holistic apprtsch for it encompasres every aspwt 
of the learning atuation.
More’s (1987) definition makes it possible to separate preference and 
effectiveness. More refers to preference as the student’s preferred mode of learning m 
the usual strategies by which a student learns. The ability to learn is affwied by the 
chosen mode and whether it is effective or not. The in^mrtance of preference and 
effectiveness cannot be understated due to the Native child’s upbringing. Native 
childrearing practices such as modelling, non-imwrferencc4 iriving for excellence, 
conservation/withdrawal reaction and not showing angCT were discussed by Dr.Qarc 
Brandt at a Canadian Psychiatric Association section on Native Menial Health (1983), 
Brandt notes that each Native childrearing practice leaves certain traits which affect 
schooling,
CHILDREARINn  PRACTICES. Some research (Philips,1972? Shipman and 
Shipman, 1985) has eluded to the belief that a relationship exists between Native 
childrearing practices and the schooling of Native students. Howcvk*, prior research has 
not identified the attributes or factors of cbildteaiing p o lic e s  that are affecting Native 
child learning ouœomcs.
Traditionally, lo ca tio n  of the Native child was conducted by the elders of the 
Native communities- The teaching method used was démonstration and the learning style 
was observation. There were no lectures. This is ik^  to say that v tsta lm iion  did not 
om tr. Native people have a strong oral tradition and are culturally rich in legends. The
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child observed the elders until such time »  he^she felt wmRdent enough to m aacr a skill. 
It was only when the per^n  was confhient of achieving eas^llcnce mat he/she embarked 
upon performing the task. Within this roniext* the traditional Native strivwl for 
excellence.
The lade of understanding of Native culture often leWs to misconceptions ami 
s te re o ^ n g  as evidenced in Dumont (1972). 0un»nt stated that during teacher 
cffkmaibn, teachers were informed about the shyness, fear, indifference, stoicism, 
unwillingness to cmnpcie, and withtfrawal of Native children. A statement by John 
(1972) that, "ChUchen whose language is dramatically different from that of their teachers 
are believed to suffer from deficits of thought as well as communication", is probably 
emmeous. It would probably be mme correct to state that a language barrier exists rather 
than lack o f thought. Native people, after all, do think and communicate in their own 
language. Even though the Native student may not apeak the Native language the Native 
American language influences the student’s speech and thought patterns (Loridas. 1988), 
She also stated that grandparents influence the student's speech and thought patterns 
dirmly.
Traditionally, the North American Native way of life (lifestyle) was based on total 
respect for the environment with strong systems of spirituality, judicial, beliefs and 
education. The traditional Native ideology was buttressed on the following ethical 
principles: family solidarity, stability, a sense of community and place, egalitarianism, 
wopcraiion, non-assenivcness, conflict avoidance, tradition, mutual aid and sharing, 
nt»*mterferencc, and stewardship over natural resources which arc available to the 
society [conservation] (Usher, 1981).
TTte Native ideolofôf of today, in essence, has not departed too far from the 
traditional idwrlogy. In fact, it weaves in and out of this ideology when the need is 
required or peceivB i This weaving in and out is evidenced in More’s ( 1987) research. 
More states,"Oontemporaiy Native Indian cultures do not duplicate traditional cultures, 
btu they draw extensively from tradition." Este (1984) dubs this as adaptive culture.
This is nwst evident during the chUdreaiing and socialization practices of the Native 
family.
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One cennof assume that aii Natives maitttaia the same valua, beliefs, attitudes, 
bchavitHtrs, cham:%fisdcs and attributes, ( k x  has m be careful about applying 
pmeralizations mi the ethics and pimdplM pnMenred heat for they vary fw m  mte Native 
nation to anotlw (Biandt* 1983). For example, Tamat*a ( 1986) ftHnui a sgsiftcant 
difference in learning SQflc among tire Q ee, Dene and Metis. He concluded that not 
Native students share the mmre p re fe ren ^  in learning style.
The following descripaws of Native child-rearing practices are expansions of 
priireiples developed primarily by Biandt (1982). The intention is to illustrate a 
relationship between learning styles md Native childraring practices and classroom 
behaviour.
1. The non-inietferatffie ethic in Native childrearing îwactices m is â te s  from voluniaiy 
coo{«ration for group survival. It eitaiis the principle that one Native will not teil 
another Native what m do. It is omsidmed rude m  bad mannms to give orders to another 
person. Children have equal personage and hence have complete autonomy.
2. The anger not shown ethic taught children at a very early age never to d i^ lay  a n ^  
behaviow. The principle is that one is never sure to wbtwi this anger is doiwnstratKl, 
therefore; it was suppiesred to ensure survival of the group. It originates from abc«igioaI 
society when shamam and witches w ee p^fominant. Itwas not possible to tell a good 
shanren/witch from a bad one. Anger was something which provtticrai them m d  
threatened die survival of the group,
3. The concept of time ethic for a Native peraon is that tinw must be used and enjoyW.
It originates from the Native seasonal cycles of the sun and the moon, also from the 
ntigiuting birds and aninmls. The principle entails doing things when the time is right A 
Native person does not leave sonrething unGnishW to Rnkuk on other protect. A Native 
child does not have a piedcsipatwi bed-time but goes to sleep when he/she is ready. He 
may fall aslrep in the midst of an Ktivity and the fwent will either cover hinVher up w  
take her/him up to b«i.
4. The generositv/shflring/coopefarion ethic is such that all the aae ts  and resources of a 
community Of a family are enjoyed t^aU . To take mmc than one's fair share from the 
environment than be/she actually needs is considfired grredy aruf wasteful The principle 
is survival of the whole group over Wividual pro^ierity arai succm , A Native child 
learns early in life to share in all aspects of life.
5. The gratitude ethic among the Native people is larHy shown. A Native child is cot 
rewarded fordoing a task that he is expect») to do and expect»! to do it well. The
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prioclple is doing t  good job hm its own intiimic reward and expressing gratitude is 
nipeifluous. Whhin dte N&dve so d e^  one does not seek praise but eventually attains it 
intrinsically when a person becomes an el&r within his/her community and is then 
r e g » ^  as a wise W  vendable person. This is the gmatKt lewant of all.
6. T lK pom oolethk enam^ntsst^ the unsta^d ptescriW  niles and regulations of 
Rxial behaviour among Native groups and they vary from tribe to tribe and also are 
müpted locally, A Native child teams early in life how to conduct hImsclNtcrself within 
their own omanunity in regard to nrntters of social conduct. The underlying principle is 
tl% unwritren and non arricula%l cotk of bdiaviow and ways of 6>ing things aimsng the 
Native people.
7. Modelling ethic is the osdiiional way of teaching in Native communities. It has been 
the only learning style for Native children for centuries. The children watch, observe and 
liKen to the eltters as they carry on with their tasks. This may occur for days, weeks, 
months m  years depending on the task being performed before a child is competent to do 
the taik himself.
8. The conservatiordwiihdrawAl reaction ethic among Natives constitutes both the 
physical and p^fchic components in terras of stress reduction. The principle is to 
ctHWerve c n e r^  n  wiiWraw ami rKoup until one is able to respond correctly to the 
a r m .  Native pct^Ie to stress by becoming more quiet by slowing down physically 
wemWonoUy; or, by removing themselves from socssful situations. This is an intrinsic 
withdrawal reaction which has been «{uated to hibernation. Native children have learned 
to utilize this technique to overcome stress within their communities and in school,
9. The ethic of driving for excellence emanates from the various sectors of the Native 
society. The principle is dial a Native child docs not embark on a new task until certain 
that when complete, it is completed with perfection. This is particularly true in regard to 
moving on and perfmtoing a task in the modeling ethic.
10. DepemtenreTIndependence ethic relates to group dependence and individual 
irslependencc. A Native child learns to make his/her own decisions at a very early age on 
whetb» or not to partake in certain community activities. The dependence factor relates 
to the individual’s dependence upon the group and the group’s survival on the individual.
11 ■ The consensus ethic relates to grouo decision-making. It demands time and one 
individual tannof impose hW h# wishes upon another. The principle is that all things are 
discussed until such droe diat everyone is in agreement, A Native child learns early in 
life the inherent value o f how consensus eliminates cause for destructive intra tribal 
quarrels.
11 The egalitarian ethic considers each atsJ every Native individual k> be equal in all 
regards. There are no designated male/female roles. It’s priiunple comes from the ethic 
of sharing for group survivaL The ne«5sities of a group’s survival require more than the
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fundamental sharing of resourtes. W «k involved in the preptmtion of thwe resound  is 
also shared across tlK gender. Nadve children Icam early in life to omtribute within the 
work process.
13. The non-competitiveness/connici avoidance ethic r e p r e s s  Native intfagmitp 
rivaliy that could |»xw« disasttous for a small poup. Ininignmp compeddvemtas or 
conflict wmtld run counter to the non-interference ethic and die genei^Q'/sharing 
cooperative ethic. In order for the Native society m function, the freedom of the 
indivkiual is secomf to the survival of die group. That it the underlying principle.
CLASSROOM IM eUCATlQ NS QFLEARNING STYLES AND 
CHfLP.REARING PRACTICES
Kaulback (1984) noted an element of universality in learning among all children 
to be that of observation and imitation. Hiis technique of learning varies in Native 
childrearing practices. In comparison with Western socie^, ih«e is a strong non-verbal 
interaction in modelling within the Native socictWs.
Kroebcr (1970) stated that informal learning is non-vetital amtmg Native 
societies, the woric of Kroebcr was later ctmfirmed by Kaulback (1984). This non-verbal 
intemnion is probably an attribute which has led to inctnreci conclusions abtrat Natii% 
students being shy, passive, quiet, and withdrawn. Silence within the school is an 
indicator of the interaction between the Nadve student and the ram-Native teacher. It is a 
form of student control. The conarvation/withdrawal reaction can vimrally shut dowr 
further teaming in a classroom. Non-verbal conununkaiitH) through gestures and silent 
cias among the students could fonn a consensus as to what will happen next (Dunwnt, 
1972).
Research conducted by Scolion and Scollon ( 1979) fourW that Native children 
reserve quesdtming for school only. The jnotowl ethic jmobably plays a nador role tere. 
The Native chiW vaii«  h i ^ «  social interaction for cither the school or the «immunity 
environment. Philips (1972) explains this as the collapse of Indian a«;uisitiom of 
knowledge and demon«raiion rrf knowledge. In othera words, the «nuapt of modelling 
was trot completely explored within die Native «Huexq that is. the Native child was 
notable so strive for excelknce or have the t^ptmunity to faactice since coœmunicarit»
H
w ts vertBïI raU^r than non-veibal.
Havinghiflîî (1970) and KJeinfeld (1970) view ïh« im am ich  between teaming 
style and in s tru c t^  as a ^ m e  catise for Nmtiw children's school failute. KleinfelU 
(1970) found that Inuit children possess u n u m l peiceptual strengths which a it seldom 
u t i l is d  or r ^ g n ie e d  by Khool systems. Is it the teaching method m  child 's cultural 
u f^ n g in g  which are at play?
If the Native child is not ready to learn, no mat%r what teaching method the 
teacher utilizes it would be o f no avail. The concept o f  time and the Native child’s 
autonomous upbringing (ntm-inttrfrrence ethic) will affect the learning situation.
Brown (1979) and LeBrasseur & Frcttfk {1982) both repcmed coopération and 
non-competitiveness in their studies. In this contest, various Native ethics and 
principles Me in operation. They incltuk non-interference, the generosity group, 
conservation/wiihdrawal-reaciitm, striving for excellence, uni conflict avoidance. It is 
difficult for Native students to be competitive when Native children are taught to help 
one anmher by sharing and cooperating while striving for excellence. Schools today are 
more student-centered and perhaps iWHe cooperation exists o r will exist should this trend 
continue in North American culture. This may have a pc^itivc effect on Native 
Education.
Brown (1979), also nota i strong i ^ r  pressure. This stems from both the 
dependent-indepM Klence ethic and the consensus ethic of maintaining group solidarity. 
0 %  may also note that there is no gender division here. Pressure will come to bear on 
both male and female alike. Group conformity will always be maintained. The 
egalitarian (belief in equality for humans] ethic does not neglect anyone that needs to be 
scrutinized. Shaming and wtracism  often occur to maintain conformity.
O f the various c la »  implications noted here, the modelling concept is likely to be 
the most tmpracticai due to the length o f time it takes to  learn in this mode. Larose 
(1991) U lostrat^ this when ^  shows the disparity in years in the acquisition o f  skills in 
a  bush-m ented Native society [reriding in the wUdemess areas).
The conservation/witW rawal m c tio n  (p sy ch o lo g ic  apostasy] ethic is just as 
impractical as modelling, b e ^ s e  it is too easy to abdicate responsibility. When a
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mmknt withdnw« p g y cW ^ W fy  fnmi Ü* cü im x m , l»w  is sW he expected m leant?
Brandt (1983) quesdwtcd tftc vWue of dtcse p n c r im  in the naring Native 
ehlWhen. He funhcr questioned whetl«r this is a mere abdicatltm of ̂ tnaital 
re^onsihlUty ax c^^xtsed to Nadve ndex condwt W  edtks. He stated that the*  
W o rs  impart confusion and frustratloit for Nadve youngsters who arc expected to 
straddle two cultures, the Nadve and White.
The following Hgure will attempt to identiiy ami expand upon some of the issu» 
eiKGunicred by «iueatms with the Native student. Figure 3-1 depicts Native 
child rearing pracJces awl portrays pcrsMiality-Uke devek^mem nwdel. Pemmality is 
developed during the intcimrtion of the oiganian with its physical, wcial and 
psychological environments (Mussen, ct ml 1963). A Native child who is thought to be 
autonomous, self-determined but group oriented emanat» from this imxIeL
Illustrated in Figure 3-1 are factors which influence a Native child during 
childrearing and his/h» interaction with periphaal environments. Dotted lin »  reprerent 
constant free-flowing interaction of influencing facttnrs between the child and the external 
environments. The solid line of the ext«nal circle exemplifl» the totality of an enclosW 
environment. It is postulated that this flgure could be taken and applied to any regional, 
provincial, national or global setting where Native societi» exist. Areas associated in 
this concept trf Native childrearing include the following:
I. The inner cirele depicts a Qpical Native child and it is intended to epitorrtire 
an introspective component of some facims which tray affect a Native child as he/she 
matures to adulthood from within their own psyche. Within this component, the various 
aspects may inclixfc the following:
A. The language used by the child;
B. The nature of cmursunicMjtm. both verbal and non-verW between the 
child W  figniflcant otfrers;
C. The distinctive Native culttoe of the child;
D. Tire role of signiflcant others.
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II. The second circle is comprised of Ihe 13 ethics of Native childrearing 
practices. Depending in which Native cultural milieu a Native child exis®, be it Crce cff 
Micmac, not necessarily all or any set number of these ethics may be fmesent. Brant
( i9S2j Slated that variations exist under spwiftcd conditions within the Native tribes. For 
example. Brunt (1982) pointed out the divergence o f the protocol ethic among a number 
of Tribes such as, the Micmac, Crec and Mohawk, Some din»nsions o f Native cultural 
influences may include the following:
A. Identification with a particular Native populace;
B. The cultural traits (includes beliefs, actions and tools specific to own 
.Native population);
C  Culture complexes (these involve inteirelations of traits with beliefs,
actions and tools);
D. Culture patterns (these arc combinations of culture complexes which relate
to such aspects as family life, education and religion).
III. The outer circle characterizes the interactions and orientations of the 
Native child toward others. These others may reside within the same community as the 
Native child, or might emanate from other locales or regions. A possibility of 
sequencing outwardly from the Native community exists depending upwi how the 
socialization process is utilized by the Native child’s significant others, A number of 
features which may be evident within the child’s Native community may include the 
following;
A. Description of community members, extended family members, parents 
(e.g. education, economic status, childhood experiences);
B. Nature of relationships with non-Native communities (e.g. educators, 
doctors, school administrators);
C. Type of neighbourhood including economic and educational means;
D. Patterns of communications and language within the hon% and
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community;
E. Language of ntsource matciials in the home and community.
IV. Orientations and interactions within the non-Native community 
environment may differ vastly from the Native community depending on the following;
A. Perception of Natives as a whole;
B. Language and communicative fsjnctns toward the Native;
C. Availability and type of goods and services for Native access.
V. The interaction and orientation patterns within the school environment will 
most likely diverge either with great separation from the other environments experienced 
by the Native child or there may be extensive imenmingling of the community and 
schoolThis separation or intermingling would probably be dependent upon where the 
school is Itxratcd, on or off reserve, along with the type of personnel. Native or 
non-Native. Some of the elements rrtay contain the following;
A. Teacher’s and administration’s relationship to the Native community and 
especially toward the Native child;
B. Patterns of school enrollment which include attendance, distance travellai. 
number of years in school, early school leavings;
C. School’s perception and accommodation of Native students including such 
aspects as f«rccntage in school, number of Native personnel, language 
programs in school, curriculum,
VI. The church environment could affect the Native child in an almost similar 
fashion as the school This effect would probably be dependent upon the location of the 
church and participation practices of particular churches. The following factors may 
influence the types o f int«actions and (mentations o f the Native child:
A, Relationship with Native communuy (whether within or outside Native 
community);
B. The pwception of N ative by church members;
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C  Interaction with church tnembm {language and contmunicaiion 
styles).
VII. TTic vwjrk-place environnant may not alïbc! the Native diild until he/she
has matured to adulthood, A possibility exists that within atme Native im m unities due 
to isolation that interaction and (mentation may occw within a wcrk-place 
cnvtronmenL Also, thepo^bility exists where the Nadve child may be exposed to this 
environnant at an early age. The quality aiuJ quantity of orientations and interactions 
may probably be dependent upon the following (sjnditionst
A. Description of working environment (education o f Native and wt-workers, 
socio-economic status. location, language, pattons o f communications, 
etc.);
B. Perception of Natives if outside Native community;
C  Nature of reladonships and intoacdons with fellow wjrkers.
The Native child's interactions with the various environments arc important 
components for effective clasmxxn maragcnreni. Dr, Clare Brant (1983) statW that if it 
were possible to form a link between what happens to these Native people who run into 
difficulty during adolescence and how they were raised, th«e may be a cause and effect 
relationship.
In consideration of items 1, II, and II; it can be postulated that children growing up 
in families where little or no English is spoken will prodiae children’s cognitive abilities 
based on their first language. It is also postulated that interactions in Items IV, V, VI and 
VII would be greatly affected by this lack of English or langtiage diversification which 
has been compounded with the absence of reading tmterials.
The National Indian Brotherhood’s (1972) philosophy of education relates to 
pride in one’s self, understending one’s fellow perron and living in harmony with nature. 
Accompanying this philosophy is a  statement of values. It siaies, "Wc want cdisation to 
provide the setting in which our children can develop the fundamental aWtudM and 
values which have an honoured place in Indmn tradition and culture. U te values which 
we want to pass on to our children, values which make our people a great race, arc not 
written in any book. They are found in our history, in our legends and in the culture".
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Two fîKîtsHS üiat are itlatW  to the frnlure of the educational system which were 
identified by The Honoarablc Jean Chretien (1972) in his address to the Council of 
Ministers of Education were: 1) integration and, 2) curriculunt He statKf that 
integration, interpreted as a uniiatmd change, is unacceptable to the Native people. He 
further stated:
"If it is of the whitewash variety, it is one 
of the fe to rs  which c o u n ts  for poor achieve­
ment The school can serve no purpose in the 
diild’s worid. Rather it alienates him from 
his own people. When this alienation becomes 
intolerable, the child leaves school."
In relation to the curriculum, he states;
"Another factor in failure can be found in the 
curricuhira. In the past years there has teen 
very little rKOgnioon of the importance of 
cultural heritage in the learning process.
This was lat^ely due to lack of scientific 
information. Children, n e v c n h e l^  had to 
endure a coolde-cutter education from well- 
intended teachers, who were dcterminKl to 
turn out functional and identical Canadians. 
Today we have the benefit of research, and we 
know diat value diffteences, language differ­
ences ami cultural differences - all make a 
difference in the learning habits and goals of 
chihhen of native Canadian descent We know 
now that it is desirable to foster these 
differences and to create a classroom climate 
in which the unique poteniid in each child 
will have the chance to emerge and develop."
This chapter and the previous chapters have discussed a number of issues and 
problems associated with the various aspKts o f psychometric evaluation and education of 
Native students. The following chapter will formulate inconpuencies as they relate to 
the previously described issues and problems.
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CHAPTER 4
INCQNGRUENCIES QF PSYCHOMETRIC TESTING WÎTH 
LEARNING STYLES AND ETHICS
Quite a number of ankles have bwn publidwl which relate to Nadve 
intelligence. Acctmding to Chrisjohn {a Mohawk psychologistj and Lanigan (1985) a fair 
amount o f these ankles do not have an empirical baas. They raise a number of questions 
in regard to the WISC-R and query the conclusions and recommendations which appear 
in the literature as they pwtain to Native intelligence. Chrisjohn and Lanigan (1985) 
stated,"Despite this interest, it is our opinion that the research extant reveals little, if 
anything, about intelligence in Indians." No major links have been fommlalwi by 
Chrisjohn et a), between child rearing/practices or learning sty I k  and their quoies-
This chapter will examine linkages in the incongnicncy of psychometric tKting as 
représentai through the WlSC-R as an intelligence construct for Native students. 
Rodrigues (1986) pointed out that expectations and requirements o f the formal 
oiucational system may be incompatible with some cultural preferences. There arc qirire 
a number of incongiucncies. Son* of tltKC include the lack of Native idrtmty, language, 
traditions, psychology, culture, history and the lack of drawing of test items from die 
world o f the Native child. Among these include learning styles, childrearing practices, 
traditional beliefs, values, and ideas which have been taught to the Native child through 
their parents, grandparents and other members of the extended family. Discussion will 
focus on childrearing practices and learning styles.
The mtxtt paramount for conflict of the 13 ethical priitciplK presented and 
described in Chapter 3 with intelligence testing are: the concept o f time, modelling, 
conseivaikm/withdrawsi reactioa, and dep«jdcncerindcpeitdcn» ethics. A string of 
sccnerios are utihzW to demonstrate what could tran^nre within a classroom 
environment v;hcn these ethics come in conflict.
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When the concept of tune is considered within the Native society, it is consideml 
in relation to when one is ready to attetxl to a task. The commencement of a task is 
emWked wpwi only when the pm on  is needy. This ct»fl!ct most likely occurs within 
the school sys»ro when testing times are tksignatwl by non-Native personnel who are 
unfamiliar with Nadve concept of time, The resultant could be either the conservation/ 
withdrawal reactiwt cr the dependence/independence ethics. The student may avoid the 
testing situation almgciher by deciding to exercise his/her independence for tlmy may feet 
compelled to do something that they are not ready to do. Another possibility that might 
occur is that tJte student nùghi psychologically withdraw from the situation, whereby the 
products of testing will not reflect his/her true potential.
The nradelling ethic could be incongruent in a number of ways. It could be 
incongrucnt when the educator mistakenly takes the Native student’s quietness while 
he/she is watching, observing, and listening as being shy, non-verbal, or stoicism. 
Furthermore, within the modelling concept there will be a reservation of questioning due 
to the Native child reverence of the elders.
In terms of the conflict between learning styles and test-taking, the Native child 
does not have an opporcuniQf to strive for excellence tecausc the opportunity to practice 
is lacking. McLoughlin andLewis (1986) identified the latter as a condition of low 
achievement in testing. Further incongruence is exhibited in the mode of communication. 
Not only is the predominant use of the English language a conflict but nonverbal forms of 
communication such as silence arc not considered. Furthcrmore, incongrucncy exists 
with the lack of consideration by school systems on perceptual sotngths o f Native 
students, their cooperation and non-com(tetitivcness within a classroom environment.
A number of authors (Kaulback, 1984; Larose 1991; l^pper & Henry, 1986) 
contend that Native learning styles emanate from childrearing. Extended members ofihe 
family such as grandparents, uncles, and aunts have a paramount role in childrearing 
within the Native society. George and Bernice Dcsnomie (1982) describwf Native 
childrearing as a community event, communiQf problem, or a community involvenrem 
They advised that traditionally, evaybody had a hand in everybody’s children (Canadian 
Ps^dtiatric Assn. 1982 poce^ings). This is still occurring in Native societies today, but
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in varying degrees depending on tocadon ■ be it ruiBl, urban or total isolation Aom 
Western society. It is likely the belief that this predispows a Native child’s 
cultural-cognitive framework which is incongrucnt not only to classroom lesmi'tg, but 
with psychonwiric testing. A reptst ftom the 1985 O TEP confcmace states that cultural 
identity is pcritaps the most important conelatc to bring about a positive self-auttæpt in 
the Native student. 4
In the socialization process of any human child the jsrents are the primary 
catalysts in child development (P t^ lia , D.E. and Olds, S. W.; 1978). Papalia and Olds 
relate chUdrewng practices to personality dcvelopnxnL They declare that traits such as 
aggression, passivity, dependence and inttepcndence are mold«l by the certain ways 
parents deal with their children. McShane’s ( 1986) review of literature on Ojibwa 
adult-child interactions cites numerous studies on the ihetuies of perronality 
development. He cites Boggs (1954,1956) who in turn uses James’ (1954) approach on 
personality development to postulate that personality formation is determined by the 
culture of a group as it is pream«S to the child through group agents, especially parents 
and other family members. Cooley (1977) stated that culture is generally defined as the 
traditions, customs, and values of a given group of people. Traits, habits, mid pmonality 
types are developed by the culture.
Implications for testing lie in whether the child is ready or prepared to k  tested.
Oftentimes, it is the school systtra which determines, by referral, when the child should 
be iesi«l. The testing, particularly intelligence testing, isolates an individual child ftom 
his peer group due to assessment procedures. Consequently, the Native child vwHild 
probably not do well for various reasons as suggested by McLoughlin and Lewis (1986).
The ultimate implications for testing may lie in the individualized nature of 
psychoeducational testing. Also, the child who is autonomous and self-detenraned will 
resist compliance and may resort to the safety feature o f silen($. Coupled with the 
conservation/withdrawal reaction the child could nwvc into an intrinsic mode, that is the 
Native child’s psyche will be the only factor that would be operadonaL He/she will 
completely ignore any external cnvironiwnts and cmnpletcly withdraw psychologically.
This in effect nmy shut off further learning or testing until the child is ready to trondnue.
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In Dumcmt's (1972) smdy on the language of silence he found that siletxe was a  tecneai 
fnxn the \Mxd with the intention of severing communication. It also served as a strategy 
in a netwrak of student defense which was requin»! in dealing with conHicts emanating 
from culttmd diffH^tces. Dmnont<1972) describes this use of silence as: "It is as tmal a 
brcaWown of «lutation as can take place without the school's closing".
While a Natiw child undergoes all the physical, ps^hological, perceptual, and 
raotts’ devclopmeats as any other human child, the Native child draws on a fund of 
knowledge that is very différent from children of European descent. It is this difference 
that imparts on the nreasuremem of inreUectual function in the Native child. The 
following is an example of this difference.
Gloria Snively (1990) corroborates that there is a difference between iWiiitmal 
Native beliefs, cultural values and Western scientific views of science. She taps into a 
repository of rare information about the inner worid of Native beliefs and spirituality. 
This is a rarity for Native purple generally do not allow such close personal interaction 
with a non-Native,
Larose (1991) mentions that there might be different interactional patterns valued 
at school, She discusses how a formal school transmission of knowledge to a 
bush-oriented society is inappropriate. The determination by a child of whether ice on a 
lake is safe by trial and error would be dangerous, labourious and a potentially harmful 
method of learning. The WISC-R operates on a system of trial and ciror. This trial and 
error method is incongruent with testing of ice conditions or any other aspects of life in a 
bush-oriented society.
Larose (1990) in her description of school, social behaviour and traditional 
enculturative patterns acknowledges that there might be interactional patterns valued at 
school which are scientifically bas«L Acrording to her, a problem lies with the data for 
it is restrictive and no long-term follow-up studies were conducted. She stated that the 
same problem li% with the reference u> a numbe- of studies conducted during the decades 
of tire 50’s through the 70's to qrecific visttospatial abilities and irognitive patterns. She 
tronteoded that tirese abilities are related to ecmiomic survival as hunters and 
hunter-gatberers. Larose further stared, "Such sproific abilities roust have been
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dcvckq>«i W  rciflfoiwd îhroogh « r iy  chiJdiearing prsctices”.
Lmosc was Ln effect stating that v isva»j^ai abilities aitd (wgnitive patterns no 
i o n ^  apply due to cultuial cheige, Henc*, inosn^vency cx im  with the vistKtstmiaJ 
and GOgnidve patterns with Natives who depexi <m the fhüfô of nanae thiwgb hontiDg, 
fishing, and trapping. "CbiJthcn fiftan isolated Nadve seitlen«nts are forçai to leant new 
culture content as well as oral langage ami r e ^ g  skith when they enmtont^ s W K  
that include city transpwtation, public parks and so on" (Bamaby, 19S4).
During a review of the WISC-R mtmwal (Wechslcr, J 974), a number o f points 
stated by W«:hsler are problems for not only the Native student bdng tested but for the 
examiner as well. Some of thKe points include the stnictmed delivciy of the WISC-R, 
its tinre constraints, absen« of the parent in testing aiuadon, recording of a 0 score if 
child does not respond within an appropriate interval, and the verba! responses [in 
English) required for Similarities, VocabuJaiy, and CorajHehenrion. There are all part of 
the standardization that enable normative txwnparisons. The problem is nm only that 
these values are inappropriate to the Native culture, but also that the standards are 
established so as to make comparisons not with the Native community, but to non-Native 
society.
They are problematic not only due to the n««i fw  optinal communication but by 
the subjective, not objective, scoring rules for the examiner’s judgement.
George Guilmet's (1976) review of literature cites two pCTSpcctives - learning 
style and interference theories as issues ofcommunicsdon within a classroom setting. 
Wyatt (1978) and Whyte (1986) describe teaming style theory by contrasting how the 
Native students behave in school and at hon». Whyte claims that interference theorists 
argue that Native students arc quiet due w the structure o f the c la^o o m  situation 
whereby the Native students cannot diqtlay their existing v^bal competence.
Supposedly, one can assttme that this relates to the pmlominant use of the English 
language in classrooms. SNXwdly, Native children have bent sodalizoi in participant 
structure that encourages autonomy and self-de^ntination as detmnstrated by Figure 
3-1 The implications for psychoeducatitmal asressmeni for the Native child are when 
rronstntints are imposed upon the person which are contrary to hi&her self-concept and
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K lf-esrem . This universal psychological co n rk iio n  has BcmemJous implications for 
deveh^mwms in Native «lucatimt (CITEPReport, 1985). This rep<Hi further states that 
cn^s-cuUural studies on %]f-«mcept indicate that regaidtess o f  m ce o r nadonaliiy, 
children who a l B m ^  more {^asitive self-concepts achieved higher acWemlc stamling.
In ^Wition to the points mentioned above, an interesting confound was identified 
to have been introduced during the standardization o f  the W ISC-R scale. During the 
standardizadon pioceduie Weschlcr chanKtcrized Ihtetio Rican and Chicanes as white or 
non-white by p h y so d  characisia ics . He in effect is saying ’blond haired and blue-eyed 
Puerm  Rican andC hkant»’ arc white.
There arc a vast number o f Native North Anwricans that arc blond and blue-eyed. 
Docs this imply that they are White? This concept was debated in the lcite;s to die editor 
o f die Micmac News after the Canadian Indian Act was amended in 19851 Micmac News, 
1985). These blue-eyed and blond haired Natives proved that they were at limes more 
Nadve than the Natives with the proper physical characteristics. The majority of these 
blue-eye blonds were fluent in the Native tongue; whereas, those with the proper physical 
attributes did not understand the Micmac language.
Thr%  points within Wechlcr’s rationale o f  theWISC-R need deliberation.
1 ) "Intelligence is the overall capacity
o f an W ividual to understand and cope with 
the worid aiouml him." ..."Chtc can infer an 
individual’s intelligence from Irow he thinks, 
talks, moves and almost ùom  any o f the many 
ways he reacts to stimuli o f one idnd or 
anoth«'."(p. 5)
The Native child’s physical and psyche world differs markedly from a child o f the 
dom inant society upon delivery at birth. Consequently, in order to comply with the 
above quoted statement in the WISC-R manual, items need to be relevant to the worid o f 
the Nati're child. It has been dcitwnstraicd by various authors how the WISC-R could be 
accommodating for the Canadian child. W hy not do the same for the Native child?
H guie  3-1 p re»nG  the various agen» which play a role in molding a Native child 's 
personality, d tan o ic r, and how they interact with the Native as well as the non-Native
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societies.
The child is the cofc and the hreken lines and circles depict the infusion o f w  
influent* by the ethics which font) Lnteneladonships betweot the child ami the diffwent 
environments. The different environouaits of the Native conununity, the noo-Native 
community, %hool, church ami wwk place interact with the Native child diffoemly.
They ore separate and apart from die chüd'i psyche. Within the Native community the 
behaviour of the child is independent and in the child's control. The Native child has so 
control outside the Native ownmunity; funhentmrc, h c / ^  is in conflict within the 
environments of church* school, workplar» and the non-Native communlQf. A quote here 
by Pufkey (1970) cannot overstate the a!x>ve.
’TTie world of the self may appear to the 
ouisidCT to be subjective and hypmhetical, 
but to the experiencing imüvidiml, it has 
the feeling of abrolutc rcaUty."
Due to the nature of the Native child’s inner and miter worlds of existence, it 
would most likely be veiy difflcult, if not impossible, to conduct fotmative testing let 
alone Intelligence testing without having an examiner who has intricate knowledge of 
Native societies. He/she, in effect, would have to be Native but the instrument would still 
be incongrueni, Take for example the following:
A recent study (Snively, G; 1990) has ttenonstrated that there is a definite Native
spiritual orientation to the seashore within rite context of science. The spiritual
interaction of Mother Earth and Father Sky is unique within the Native Societies. Th«e
is an ecosystem relationship between the Native human with nature. Each Native society
has their own special ways, mctaphom, and cnai traditions that are utilized to convey
mores, values, beliefs and attitudes to theNative child (McSbane, 1986: Seton, luL;
Whyte, note 11986),
2) "...«mmtunicate meaningfully with the 
exammer." (p. 5),
Native students will have major difficulty in communicating meaningfully with 
the examiner when the principal language is English w  when the English diaiKt varies
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im m ense^. Leap (1982) deæ iibes Native Englith as having phonemic paiieming and 
p hoW ngiad  constrdnts, gnm nnatkal rules, word AxmatWn, and %ntence formation 
{m>e»ses as being imUcoth^ o f the cmmnunity's tnditioflal Native language. Native 
students w)w thï m» and cannot oam m unkate meaningfully with the exam iner wilt 
naturally perfm m  tower cm the Verbal Scale, Penfold and Turner (1952) staKd tlml the 
verbal factm- in in(elliget%e tests hamllcaps the Native childnen. WilgoWt, M ukohy & 
W atters (1986) found that the Vrabal and RiU Scale norms for the WISC-R do  result in 
ndsclmWflcatlon o f I nuit children as "lemrded". The results o f  their stW y support the 
notion that a m ^ o r fa','tv,'' in m i^lassification of vast numbers of the sample by 
W echsler’s ntm ns is due to l ^ k  of English comprehension. Suppon for this is found in 
Meuller et a l.'s  ami S t  lohn & Krichev’s (1976) study.
In 1980, more than half o f Native peoples lived in isolated 'Native only ' 
«wnœunities (DIANAD, 1980). Barbara Burnaby’s article in Networks (1984) advises 
that teaching English as a foreign language is more apprt^riate than teaching English as a 
second language in an isolated Native community. She noted that native children unlike 
many im m i^anis who live in urban and multicultural settings will not hear cither of the 
official Canadian languages v » y  often.
Native students who view and hear the test iteim  in English will visualize or 
conceptualize in their lan g u a^  then try to articulate in English for an answer. During the 
translation process the Native child will have difficulty with semantics. Whyte (1986) 
advised that the information noted on language and language learning has some powerful 
implications. The notion that the problem does not lie in the students, but that most 
research focuses on the search for incapacities or deficiencies is brought forward by 
Whyte, W hat one gathers from this is that we as teachers, examiners and the like need to 
ledueci academic rcæ aich mward the strengths o f the Native students and away ftom 
their weaknesses.
5) "Of equtti im portaw e is the exam iner's
awareness o f  the tk g rK  to which m subject's 
response  m ay be influenced <s cw ditioned 
by his cultural and sociooronomic background" (p. ?).
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It has been denwnstfattd by m number of authws <Chrisjohn, 1985; Emmon, 
1987; KauJback 1984; Whjie,1986) that them has been a Jack of the exsminer's 
awareness of the amount itf influent» that Native culture and sodoœtmmtdc background 
have on the Native child's respcmse to the items of the WlSC-R. Whyte (1986) rontends 
(hat intelligence tests do nothing mwe than measune die amplitude of accultuntion into 
Western cultural imowledge ami western cultural formality of imparting knowled^.
The imparting of imowledge to the Native studmts i»s b « n  associated with 
(hernies which have b « n  derived from various psychometric tests. The literature has 
demonstrated that incongtuetwies exist between Iwming styles mid psychometric ttsting. 
A number of articles (Wyatt, 1978; Kaulback 1984; Whyte, 1986; Emmsofl, 1987) also 
mention the incongruency between learning styles and instructional styles of teachera. 
both Native and non-Native alike, Larose (1%0) stat@i that, "if th o t are any behavkjiuul 
learning styles related to specific Native enculiurativ» patterns, they vary at the individual 
and group level". One has to be careful in the blanket ^plication of spœiflc learnings 
styles as being appropriate to Native students so that stereotyping does not occur.
Knowles and Bocrsma (1968) justifW  attrition to the lack of developiMni of 
symbolic thought which is necessary for school tasks. There is inherent danger when 
staten»nts are made that relate to Narivw as having no symbolic thought. Kolers (1968) 
indicatoi (hat a bilingual person in fact u%s two distinct symbols, Vocaie (1984) states 
that it is not sensible to compme results of bilingual students with speakers of exclusively 
one language,
This chapter has reported incongruencies as they relate between psychometric 
testing and Native culture, The use of the term Native culture entails all aspects within 
(he culture including learning styles, child-rearing practices, language, ethics and 
principles, and more. The next chapter wUl focus on cmtelusions and recomnrendations 
which have been derived from this and pevious chapters.
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CH A PTER 5 
CQNCLliSlÜMS AND RECQMMElüPAHüfiiS
This A « is  bas stm e of the i^ues about the education and assesanent
of Native chiidien. The relatûmship between inudligettce testing and the ptx^lem of bias 
were elaborated. The inconpueitcy of Native learning styles and chitdre^ng practices as 
it p ea in s  to intelligence testing and its implications within a classtocm environment 
were formulated. A model representing factors of influence in Native childrearing was 
developed. The incompatibility of psychometric testing was addrcjsed in terms of Native 
cultural components such as language. Native ethics. A brief account of the nature of 
intelligence was discussed and its significance to the Native society addressed. The 
foUowmg conclusions and recommendations were derived from the literature.
The iTKîst obvious conclusicm that could be made probably relates to the use of the 
WISC'R. It has ttecn demonstrated that it’s main function seems to lie in the ticld of 
intelligence testing and in separation of normal and mentally handicapped children. It is 
then maintained that it nor be us«J solely to assess intelligence of Native students. It 
most certainly should be usW with caution with Native students for it is incongrucnt with 
most aspects of Native life as demon.'trated in Figure 3-1.
In terms o f what has been said in the literature about Native intelligence, learning 
styles, and chikireaiing practices, it is dishcanentng that many researchers still impart 
cnontrous conclusions. For example, as early as 1952 a study by Turner and Penfold 
identified enwomnental factors such as language, socio-«onomic conditions, traditionnl 
altitudes and other cultural characteristics to have an effect tm scholastic aptitude.
Instead of taking impetus from this study and other studies like it, the majority of 
Hteaiure has ovo'lodted the in^tomance tti there sug^stions. While numerous studies 
such as Frost and Common (1988) have proven this to be a fret, the bulk of research has 
omitted or circumvented there issues.
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A comoîciit, by Cooky {1977). is wwth repeating. "KnowWge of particular 
values is imponant because expectations fw  pwfonnance in a bicultoral classroom 
requites Indian children to adapt to cultural and education references that do not coincide 
with their own”. A number of psychometric batteries including tire WISC-R fall within 
this fratrre of reference.
Given that the WÎSC-R is the most widely utilized test for assessing intelligence 
within North America and given the evidence to indicate the limitations of the WISC-R 
for use with Native children, prrcautions should be taken on placement decisions basW 
on the Verbal score which is 20 or 30 jxiints below the White child. Bilingualisn and 
information processing need to be extensively deliberated prior to designating a Native 
child as mentally deficient, learning disabled, right/left brainoi, giftW, normal or 
average.
Frost and Ctmimon (1986) suggest that before the WISC-R or any other 
intelligence test, normcd on the dominant society, can be employed with confidence in 
testing Natives, cognitive processing must be demonstrated to be satire as, or equal to, 
those of the White society. Wilgosh, Mulcahy and Watters (1986) supported this view. 
These writers view their suggestion of rcnorming of tests as being problematic. They 
.stress a need for longitudinal research on information-processing strategies.
RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO PSYCHQEDUCATIONAL TESTING:
That a data base on Native children be developed to explore frelings such as fear, 
intimidation, embarrassment, being out of place, communication difficulties, and the 
inability to relate to the testing situation be established by iniciviewdng a numte" of 
Native students.
That research be conducted on Native intelligence for definition into metacomponents as 
suggested by Sternberg (1984) or Feuerstein.
That when adequate information is obtained on the nature of intelligence among Natives, 
a decision be nude as to which testAcsts are the most appropriate or what tests need to be 
developed.
That the most logical course o f  action would be to construct a test of intcUigentre for use 
with Natives that would be valid, reliable and has predictive abili^  for real life
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achievement of the individuals within the Native culnae,
Thai abandoning inteUmual assessment for Natives is most appealing considering the 
ovwwhelnûng array erroneous conclusions that have been formed.
That ilw WISC-R in its present form and with its present standardization W withdrawn as 
an instrument in measuring Native intelligence for it is incongiuent to Native life and 
leads to misclassUtcation.
That a cmnprehcnsive Kmch be undertaken in regjud to bilingualism instead of 
concentrating on remolial action to crtw »m c deficiencies.
That the assumption that Native students arc disadvantaged w  have deficits be discarded 
arwl that difTerences be celetnated as unique opportunities.
That assessOTs depart from praietemiincd mind-set (self-fulfilling prophecy) when 
ccmducting assessments. That an alternate way of further study of Native intelligence 
testing resulting in a mwe comprehensive approach te  developed,
GENERAL-RECOMMENPATlQPjS:
That the First Naiicffis’s strate^  of placing education into culture instead of placing 
culture into education be implemented.
That learning be associated with spiritual, physical, and emotional growth, as well as 
academic growth.
That traditional R ist Nations teaching and learning stmcgies be considered as part of 
WesiKTi education, especially where Native student populations warrant,
That curriculum and programs should not be oriented to abolish cultural beliefs, values, 
experiences, childrearing practices or customs, but they should build on the positive 
elements of the Native child’s background and experience. -
That «junsclors abandon the policy of advising Native students toward vocational and 
non-academic subjects.
That a study be conducted to explore the nature, extent and influence of residual 
tradiiional Native child childrearing practices on schooling.
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